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“The current five big men of the Seven Seas are not equal in strength, they are also strong and weak,
the strongest is the Flame Blade owner, the next is the Split Puppet owner, the Death Blade owner,
the Sky Eagle owner, and the last is the Black Water Pearl owner, the Yi family whose clan surname
you have killed.”

“The Blackwater family is the weakest.”

“Weakest is only relative to the other four pseudo-immortal artifact possessors, but to an ordinary
power, that’s already incredibly powerful.Moreover, the Black Water Pearl holder is the weakest, it’s
just that their generation of holders are even less likely to make use of it, it doesn’t mean that the
Black Water Pearl, a pseudo-immortal artifact, is the weakest, it’s just that the one using him is even
worse.”

“Oh, Senior, if a pseudo-immortal artifact really appears this time when the new relic is born, it would
really disrupt the power pattern of the Spirit World.”

“Yes, it definitely will, the Sea of Death, it’s going to start bustling soon.”Wang Pi’s eyes sighed in a
meaningful way.

Omi asked, “Senior, you called me here to popularize with me the information about those big names
in the Seven Seas?”

“Uh, of course not, let’s not lie, this time the new relics are released, not only the spiritual bigwigs
have to compete, we, the Shura clan, also have to compete.Brother Tang, you’re actually not bad, you
possess a heavenly flying sword, right.”

“Uh.”Omi was startled.

“Oh, Brother Tang, no one has any secrets in front of the strongest of the Thunder Tribulation.I don’t
just know that you have a heavenly flying sword, I also know that you have a Mahayana third stage
infant in your brain, and that your true realm is only the Merging Stage.”

“Ah, you can actually see everything.”Omi said in his heart, he wouldn’t know about the possession of
immortal energy in his body, would he?

“Oh, that’s what I told you, there are no secrets in front of the strongest of the thunderstorm, one
glance will see through it.” First URL m.kanshu8.net

“Oh.”

“Brother Tang, you were able to cultivate at such a young age, although I don’t know how you did it, or
what secret method you used, but I know that you are a very promising person.I wonder if you could
help me, if a pseudo-immortal artifact is really born, to help me seize it.”

Omi smiled inwardly, Omi wouldn’t seize it himself if he had the chance.



“Brother Tang, you must be thinking that you’ll seize it yourself.Actually, it’s not that I’m scaring you,
but if you really were to seize a pseudo-immortal artifact, then it would be your death sentence.You
should know the value of this pseudo-immortal artifact, too many people have exterminated you for
this.”

Omi said, “Am I unable to guard the pseudo-immortal artifact myself?”

“Brother Tang, it’s not that I’m looking down on you, as long as you haven’t reached the Tribulation
Stage, you won’t be able to guard the Pseudo Immortal Weapon.Think about it, back then, when our
ancestor Wang Xiu Luo, he possessed a pseudo-immortal weapon, the Death God Saber, along with the
Eighteen Blades of Xiu Luo, and with his realm at four thunderbolts, he became the strongest.All I can
tell you is that if you haven’t reached the Tribulation Stage, which means you’ve passed through a
single thunderstorm, then no matter what means you possess, you’re not an opponent, do you know
why?”

“Uh, I don’t know.”Omi shook his head, could it be that even though he had immortal energy
protection, he wasn’t an opponent?

“Because, as long as he has survived one thunderstorm, his physical body is a half-immortal physique,
and the more times he survives a thunderstorm, the stronger his half-immortal physique
becomes.When he has survived nine thunderstorms, he completely becomes an Immortal Physique,
which means that he is already at the Immortal level, and that is how powerful he is.”
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sp; Omi’s body shook as if he understood.

It was just like back then, when Omi was in the mortal realm, after he reached the Return to Ancestry,
his physical body, dehumanized, was no longer a physical mortal and turned into a spirit body.After
turning into a spirit body, Omi, in the mortal world, was almost an immortal body that mortals simply
couldn’t kill.

Similarly, after surviving a thunderstorm, his body had turned into a half-immortal physique.

Therefore, even if Omi possessed Immortal Qi to protect his body, it would be of no use, because no
matter howmuch Immortal Qi he possessed, his physical body was still a spirit body, and it wasn’t a
hair’s breadth away from a half-immortal who had stepped into the Immortal realm.

Wang Pi smiled, “Brother Tang, there’s another thing you don’t know, pseudo-immortal artifacts, not
anyone can drive them, they have to be driven by a half-immortal physique transmutation stage
powerhouse.”

Omi smiled, this was not taken seriously, if Omi really possessed a pseudo-immortal weapon, Omi
would be able to drive it using the immortal energy in his body, he would definitely be able to drive it,
but the immortal energy in Omi’s body was limited, if he drove the pseudo-immortal weapon, it would
be constantly depleted and eventually gone.

“Brother Tang, go back and think about it, you practiced our ancestor’s Shura Eighteen Blades, at any
rate, you’re half of our Shura clan.”

“Okay, I’ll go back and think about it.”

“Okay.”

Omi returned to his residence.



Omi was a bit apprehensive inside, because Wang Pi’s words made Omi know something he didn’t
know before, that the strongest person in the Tribulation Stage (also known as the Thunder
Tribulation) was half an immortal, which was a huge difference in level.

“Omi, what did senior Wang Pi want with you?”When Mu Qianji saw Omi’s heavy face, he was busy
coming up.

Omi said Wang Pi’s words to Mu Qianji and the others as well, in a way to spread the unknown
information to them as well.

“Ah, a strong thunderstorm is equivalent to a half-immortal?”

“Yes, this means that those thunder tribulation powerhouses not only have immortal qi in their bodies,
but also half-immortal power, so it’s useless for me to have immortal qi in front of the thunder
tribulation powerhouses.”

Tang Huan said, “Since the lightning tribulation powerhouses also have immortal energy in their
bodies, wouldn’t it mean that they can also quickly refine spirit stones?”

“Yes, but, they’ve already reached the tribulation stage, so there’s no need to refine them, and the
highest grade spirit stone is only eighth grade, and also, tribulation isn’t something you can cultivate
by yourself, but by crossing the sky, heaven.”

“Then you’re going to help Senior Wang Pi and seize the pseudo-immortal weapon?”

Omi said, “Now it seems that it has to be, although I have immortal energy in my body, I can also drive
pseudo-immortal weapons, but my immortal energy, after all, is not generated autonomously in my
body, and driving pseudo-immortal weapons, will only be used once less, and I won’t even be able to
use it a few times, the immortal energy in my body will be exhausted.”

“Then let’s find a big tree to enjoy the shade, Senior Wang Pi is not a bad person, let’s stand on his
side.”

Omi said, “But in the future, once I become a half-immortal myself, I don’t have a pseudo-immortal
weapon ah, if I don’t have a pseudo-immortal weapon, I won’t be able to become a big brother in the
spirit world, let alone dominate the spirit world.”
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